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Today in luxury:

Lanvin owner reshuffles management

In the latest shakeup at the troubled house of Lanvin, majority owner Shaw-Lan Wang has reshuffled the company's
management, bringing back former Lanvin executive Nicolas Druz as her adviser, WWD has learned.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Swatch shares bruised by new Apple Watch

Swatch Group shares fell as much as 3.2 percent on concern Switzerland's largest watchmaker will face more
competition from the latest version of the Apple Watch, which can make calls and send messages without requiring
a mobile phone, according to Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg

Richemont takes time to find new leader for watch business

Richemont replaced almost half of its  board members on Sept. 13 as the world's second biggest luxury group looks
for an executive to revive its struggling watch business, says Reuters.

Click here to read the entire article on Reuters

Pirch, a chain lauded as a retail savior, will shut most stores

Pirch, a high-end appliance and kitchen chain that's been praised for its innovative retail experiences, is  planning to
shutter most of its  locations as it overhauls operations, reports the Chicago Tribune.
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Click here to read the entire article on the Chicago Tribune
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